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Relationship Between Flavonoid Structure and Inhibition of Farnesyl Protein Transferase

Kang Hyun Mi, Kim Jong Han, Son Kwang Hee, Yang Deok Cho, Kwon Byoung Mog
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Flavonoids are a diverse group of phytochemicals that are produced by various plants in high quantities. Dietary flavonoids in edible plants can be further subdivided into several structural groups. The large number of compounds arises from various combinations of multiple hydroxyl and methoxyl groups substituting the basic flavonoid skeleton. The chemopreventive activity of flavonoids is dependent on their structural features. The studies of structure-FPTase inhibitory activity indicated that the number, position and substitution of hydroxyl groups of the A and B rings, and saturation of the C2-C3 bond are important factors affecting flavonoid inhibition on FPTase.
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Discrimination of Cnidium Rhizome using PCR-mediated RFLP
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Cnidium Rhizome is a frequently prescribed herbal medicine in Korea, Japan as well as China, which has been successfully used in these countries for the treatment of diseases related to gynecology, blood circulation and dental troubles in the name of 侓川. And it is circulated as the same chinese character, which is 侓川, although original plants are different as Cnidium officinale in pharmacopoeia of Korea or Japan and Liguicium chuanxiong Hort. in that of China. Furthermore, other plants such as Consolida kantschaticum Rupprecht, Angelica polymorpha and Liguicium chuanxiong var. officinale have been alternated or substituted for Cnidium Rhizome as folk medicines in Korea. Recently a lot of herbal medicines are imported from China and it is very difficult to distinguish a Cnidium officinale Makino, which is prescribed as original plants of Cnidium Rhizome in Korean Pharmacopoeia from others by organic or physicochemical experiments. In this report, PCR-mediated RFLP method using ITS primers and restriction enzymes such as Hae III, Nla IV, Apo I, Eco RV, Sma I and Mbo II was given a trial to identify origin of these herbal medicines. The ITS regions of nuclear ribosomal DNA were analyzed to determine original plants and to design a molecular identification method for the herbal medicine in Korea, Japan and China.
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Ginsenosides Content of The Manufactured Ginseng Radices Extracts
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The ginsenosides content of ginseng radices extracts were investigated in the Food Code and the Shibata